
Features Safe@Office Safe@Enterprise

Designed for
Protecting networks of 
SMBs, off-network and 

mobile users

Protecting networks of 
multidivisional 

enterprises and 
corporations, protecting 

Wi-Fi networks, off-
network and mobile users

Licensing
Depends on the amount of 

computers, according to 
SMB's needs

Depends on the amount 
of users, according to 

corporate needs

Protects any internet-
connected device 

with any OS
Yes Yes

Protects computers taken 
off  corporate network Yes, with SafeDNS Agent Yes, with SafeDNS Agent

Protects mobile devices 
taken off corporate 

network

Any type of connection 
(cell, Wi-Fi), with Mobile 

Filtering option

Any type of connection 
(cell, Wi-Fi), with Mobile 

Filtering option

Redundancy

Redundancy Yes, anycast Yes, anycast

Filtering and Security

Amount of 
filtering categories 50+ categories 50+ categories

Amount of 
filtering policies

Starting from 5 policies, 
depending on the amount 

of licenses

Unlimited amount, 
according to corporate 

needs

SafeDNS Plans for Business
The SafeDNS web filter helps employers to limit their personnel's irrelevant internet 
activity saving working time thus significantly improving productivity and cutting 
corporate expenses. Our service allows to fully control your staff's access to the 
corporate network. The SafeDNS content filtering service for businesses is available for 
small to medium offices on a range of Safe@Office plans. 

For corporations and enterprises we offer special protection on an advanced plan, 
Safe@Enterprise. Our cloud-based filtering service fully meets your demands in securing 
web connection of any number of offices and networks. 

  

https://www.safedns.com/order-safedns-online


Features (cont.) Safe@Office Safe@Enterprise

Ads blocking 
(banner, video, audio, 
context, pop-up ads)

Yes Yes

Proxy/ anonymizer 
blocking Yes Yes

Phishing and malware 
site protection Yes Yes

Blocking of botnets C&C 
servers Yes Yes

Notifying of requests 
from protected devices 

to servers controlling 
botnets

Yes Yes

Control

Amount of IP/nets Starting from 5 
Unlimited amount, 

according to corporate 
needs

Dynamic IP support Yes, any IP or dynamic 
DNS service or update API

Yes, any IP or dynamic DNS 
service or update API

Whitelist/ blacklist 
domains

Starting from 50 domains 
per each policy, depending 
on the amount of licenses

10.000/10.000

Advanced management 
of white/ blacklists Yes Yes

Blocks unknown domains Yes Yes

Whitelist-only mode 
(blocks everything except 

for whitelisted sites)
Yes Yes

Forced Safe Search 
(Google, Bing) Yes Yes

YouTube Restricted Mode Yes Yes
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Features (cont.) Safe@Office Safe@Enterprise

Custom settings managed 
from anywhere on the 

Internet

Yes, in the user's 
dashboard 

or via SafeDNS Agent

Yes, in the user's 
dashboard 

or via SafeDNS Agent

Customizable block page

Full customization 
(standard, custom 

logo+text, HTML mode, 
concealed block page). 

The amount of supported 
block pages depends on 
the number of licenses

Full customization 
(standard, custom 

logo+text, HTML mode, 
concealed block page). 

The amount of supported 
block pages depends on 
the number of licenses

Blocks differently on 
some computers, doesn't 

block at all on others

Yes, with SafeDNS Agent, 
Mobile Filtering option and 

IP policies

Yes, with SafeDNS Agent, 
Mobile Filtering option 

and IP policies

Different filtering policies 
for different users on the 

same computer
Yes, with SafeDNS Agent Yes, with SafeDNS Agent

Blocks differently (or 
everything) during certain 

times of the day

Yes, with advanced 
scheduler

Yes, with advanced 
scheduler

Logs administrator's 
actions Yes Yes

Shortcuts for local 
network resources and 

Active Directory (Aliases)
Yes Yes

Insight and Reporting

Detailed reports and stats Yes Yes

Archived stats and logs 1 year 2 years

Stats export Yes, in CSV Yes, in CSV

Monthly reports sent by 
email Yes Yes

Active Directory Support

Support of AD resources 
in the cloud service

Yes, with special version of 
SafeDNS Agent or an 
option in the cloud 

Yes, with special version 
of SafeDNS Agent or an 

option in the cloud 
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Contact us
+1-800-820-2530 | +1-571-421-2990

sales@safedns.com

901 North Pitt Street Suite #325 
Alexandria VA 22314

www.safedns.com

(outside USA)

Features (cont.) Safe@Office Safe@Enterprise

Support

Standard support Online, email Online, email

SafeDNS is a company founded in 2010 for developing web filtering solutions for different 
markets and customers. Since 2013 SafeDNS provides products for home and corporate users 
including businesses, educational institutions, telecom operators, MSPs and VARs. Now 
SafeDNS products and cloud service are used by more than 4000 organizations and tens of 
thousands of home users worldwide. 

  
 Protect your Business now!

FREE trial for 15 days. No credit card required and we don't spam.
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